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Dawn of War. Dawn of War is the first volume. It was first published in to accompany the release of Warhammer 40,
Dawn of War the computer game. The book narrates the conflict between the Orks, Blood Ravens, Biel-Tan and Alpha
Legion on the planet of Tartarus.

Dawn of War II, part of the Warhammer 40, Dawn of War series of real-time strategy computer games.
Imperial Guard is introduced as a new race, and all races including the races from the original game and the
first expansion the Eldar, the Space Marines, Chaos, the Orks and the Tyranids are now playable in
single-player. This makes the game entirely stand-alone with all the races included unlike Chaos Rising,
which required the original Dawn of War II to use the original four races in multiplayer. Plot-wise, two
playable characters Cyrus and Tarkus have been carried over from the original campaigns. A new multiplayer
matchmaking service was developed for Retribution. The addition of Steamworks also allows inviting Steam
friends directly to multiplayer matches as well as free-to-play multiplayer weekends and a much faster
patching process. A multiplayer beta of the game was launched on Steam on February 1, and ended on
February Campaign Dawn of War II: Retribution offers a campaign for every race, including the Imperial
Guard. The campaign takes place across Sub-sector Aurelia, which appeared in the previous two games. The
worlds include the jungle world Typhon Primaris, the desert world Calderis, and the hive world Meridian from
Dawn of War II; the arctic world Aurelia and the derelict ship Judgment of Carrion from Chaos Rising; and
the dead world of Cyrene, mentioned in the original Dawn of War as having been subjected to Exterminatus
complete sterilization of all life on a planet corrupted by Chaos or alien influences by Blood Ravens Captain
Gabriel Angelos. Setting Dawn of War II: Retribution takes place ten years after events of Chaos Rising. Orks,
and Imperial Guard vs. It is learned that the Imperial Inquisition has deemed the sector beyond redemption,
and will be arriving soon to perform Exterminatus on all the inhabitable worlds in the area. Later, the faction
leader is given the objective to eliminate Azariah Kyras who intends to use the impending Exterminatus as a
sacrifice to Khorne and ascend to daemonhood. Regardless, it is deemed by the player faction that Kyras must
die. The player quickly attempts to secure a means of transport off Typhon, escaping a local cult along the
way. After destroying a Warp portal on Aurelia, the faction learns of an attack on Meridian ordered by Kyras
and arrives there killing the traitor guardsmen and uncovering a transmission from Kyras revealing his
location on Typhon. Following this, Kyras reveals that the Eldar ritual was preventing the Imperial Inquisition
fleet from arriving at the sub-sector. The Inquisition fleet arrives, beginning Exterminatus on Typhon
Primaris. The player escapes Typhon before the Exterminatus finishes. A cyclonic torpedo reduces Typhon to
ash. It is deduced that he is hiding on Cyrene, as the planet has already undergone Exterminatus decades ago,
and therefore the Inquisition will not travel there to perform Exterminatus again. On Cyrene, the player
characters launch an attack against a joint alliance of Chaos Space Marines, corrupt Imperial Guardsmen and
traitor Blood Ravens by using their most powerful unit against them. Kyras begins to ascend into
daemonhood. Release Specific race packs were released for each of the six races within the campaign,
containing special items for that race in the campaign of Retribution, such as armour, weapons and
accessories. Wargear packs were also released for The Last Stand multiplayer mode. Each pack added new
wargear to a specific hero class. There were also two DLC packs released adding new sub-races to use in
multiplayer game with unique models and color schemes for units: Sequel Relic had revealed that work had
begun on a sequel, but with THQ having shut down, it is unknown if development has continued. As SEGA
has not arranged a licensing agreement with Games Workshop owner of the Warhammer 40, IP , unless this
situation changes in future, it is likely that development has halted on any further Dawn of War titles.
However a new web page featuring Dawn of War 3 was opened up by Relic in September Reception The
game received generally positive reviews upon release. It received an aggregated score of Warhammer 40
Dawn of War 2 Retribution Screenshots.
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Warhammer 40, Dawn of War is a novel written by Cassern S. Goto and published by Black Library in Description Edit
Brother-Captain Gabriel Angelos of the Blood Ravens Space Marines throws his men into a last-ditch defence of
Tartarus - a planet with a long and troubled history.

This Daemon wants to use the bloodshed of the battle as a sacrifice so he may escape his prison. Spoilers, by
the way. Although there is some evidence to claim that he was the Daemon of the Maledictum all along. The
novelization claims this was the case, but on the other hand, it was written by C. Winter Assault[ edit ] The
Winter Assault expansion added the Imperial Guard as a playable army, and features two alternate campaigns
that take place on the planet of Lorn V. Through the branching campaigns it is possible to achieve multiple
different endings. Based on information supplied by later games in the series, the canonical ending is probably
that achieved by the Imperial Guard Eldar in the Order campaign. Infamous for featuring a Khornate warband
that used Sorcerers and Horrors, and having a Warlord who was not even that angry. Khorne was very angry
and beat Tzeentch up until he orchestrated the defeat of this Warband. But seriously, Crull was still pretty
awesome. All Khornate guys are. Only he was considerably less awesome than, say Is he still alive? Also
known for Guardsmen that are equipped with lasguns that can punch through literally anything. Using the
army to attack enemy-occupied territory resulted in playing a skirmish game against the AI, with the victor
gaining or retaining the disputed territory. Love Can Bloom originated from this. Introduced the world to the
Dark Apostle Eliphas the Inheritor , famed for his snappy comebacks and fantastic putdowns which set him at
an intellectual level above your average Chaos Lord. Soulstorm[ edit ] Soulstorm added the Dark Eldar and
Sisters of Battle as playable races, alongside flying units. Similar to Dark Crusade, the campaign takes place
as a battle to control territories on the strategic map, but the fight now takes place over several planets in the
Kaurava System , instead of a single planet as in the previous expansion. Interestingly the Dark Elder were
added before the major 5th edition overhaul, leaving Soulstorms Dark Eldar to look either out-dated or
nostalgic to oldfags. Continuing a long history by now, it has some hilarious dialogue, now even more so due
to the tiny pool of voice actors -- to make characters sharing voice actors distinct they resorted to really dumb
accents. Memes extracted from Soulstorm include: The game is sometimes referred to as "Baldstorm", in
reference to Indrick Boreale. The game also brought us Cornholio the Cultist , among a dozen or so other
lesser memes. The Soulstorm single-player campaign also did away with the whole "building up" feature that
was present in Dark Crusade. However, it was double-edged. So, instead of being able to actually conceivably
finish the campaign in a day or two, you would probably instead end up spending about hours on just
defending your same stupid territories in the end. Combine that with the open memory leak, and you might
have to play for a week straight to actually win. The downside of this is that the last planet you get to is
heavily defended by the time you get to it. Whilst this can make for more interesting fights, you do get
annoyed having to build up from nothing whilst your enemy does not. Note also that this tactic generally
works only on Easy mode- in other modes the computer will waste no time at all in going after you ASAP.
This means that the system is likely infested with Orks.. Rise and Fall of a Franchise[ edit ] Dawn of War was
a brilliant game at launch - and one that saw an increasing number of issues with patches and expansions.
Dawn of War[ edit ] Dawn of War Dawn of War was blessed - and cursed - to have a gameplay style not quite
like anything else when it launched. There was a lot to love from every faction and there was considerable
love towards fluff and crunch even with the errant bit of flaming stupid Sindri invoking the blood god. Winter
Assault[ edit ] Dawn of War: Winter Assault When Winter Assault was announced, players were psyched. An
army heavily centering around light infantry the Imperial Guard was announced, with new units for each
existing side. The unit never seemed to fit in with Chaos tactical doctrine, especially considering that there
were no less than 3 other melee units available for Chaos. Nonetheless, players eagerly awaited Winter
Assault. And then it hit. And there was RAGE. Even after that, the Guard had serious problems with
efficiency, as the entire faction from tier 1 to 3 was centered around attaching a Commissar and hammering
Execute like an ass. This was nothing, however, compared to the filthy rape the rest of the game had suffered.
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The worst hits of all, however, were for Chaos - All special weapons for their Marine squads and all the
special weapon upgrades H. Bolters, flamers, plasma guns, and missile launchers for their marines were
wholesale stripped out in an attempt to streamline the tech trees and "differentiate the factions," ignoring the
fact that people were playing Chaos because they were the Evil Marines. They too, had the same unit
obsolescence issue; Raptors were totally outdone by Berserkers which were, in turn, totally outdone by
Possessed. Winter Assault had not only fucked up a lot, but it actually removed more content for the existing
races than it initially added. Later the spammability was fixed with hard-caps on Terminators and Obliterators,
but them being piss-poor in melee remained in the face of every single argument regarding fluff and crunch
Terminators being armed with Powerfists, Obliterators having them grafted to their bodies and finding of the
balance teams. Things continued to escalate as the bulk of the game became a tech-race to see who could get
to Tier 4 the fastest and spam top-of-the-tech-tree units the hardest. On one of the toughest melee combat units
in the game. It was one of the most-complained about facets of the game, and like most of the other items on
this list, would never be addressed. The above would eventually become infamous as the place where the
entire metagame went wrong, and was a path that the game would never fully recover from, despite noble
attempts during both Dark Crusade and Soulstorm. Dark Crusade[ edit ] Dawn of War: Dark Crusade Dark
Crusade had problems at launch, not the least of which was that it was a very bold attempt. Two new races
were added and the game was still suffering the aftermath of what had been caused by Winter Assault.
Unfortunately, the game remained riddled with problems. Cue another outburst of complaints. One complaint
really was worth getting upset about. In one stroke, this "Fix" caused dozens of problems. No longer did the
likes of Dreadnoughts ever see a weapon upgrade because doing so would give it a functionally-useless
weapon that would never hit as it moved towards close-combat and hindered its melee power to boot , and the
weapon immediately made rapid-firing weapons dozens of times better than those that fired slowly, since it
was much more likely that they could hit with a few shots than their counterparts. The two new races were
broken in half at launch, as well. Necrons required no resources and there existed multiple replays of players
winning maps without ever capturing a single strategic point. It was possible for Necrons to go over the pop
limit with Resurrection Orb, and the Lightning Field had no actual charge cap, meaning that it could
potentially charge forever before discharging a burst of energy that could level a building in one shot. The Tau
outranged everything, had no limit on Krootoxes, and had their tech tree lopsided so that one of their two
available paths got both available upgrades. Bad in competetive play, great if you just realize Necrons are easy
mode in the campaign and you want to dump eight warrior squads on top of a bunch of guardsmen. Yet more
rage occurred when every single time anyone with anything remotely resembling common sense brought up
flamingly stupid mechanics such as Psykers killing themselves which could be cancelled, no less and Psykers
breaking their attached squad when using Lightning Arc were summarily dismissed despite pointing out the
obvious that this was fucking stupid. A patch was promised in short order, but it would be well over 7 months
before Relic would eventually patch the game and leave a lot unfixed in the process. Even after their nerfs, the
Necrons and Tau remained hilariously unbalanced. A second patch was promised, but was quietly cancelled
and the official site then proceeded to state that a second patch had never been announced. The single-player
campaign was an entirely different story. Despite the disappointment and anger of a small number of hardcore
neckbeards and Negative Nancies , the fans in general loved it. The game weighed in at a very impressive 8.
Despite the aforementioned imbalances, the campaign almost never involved "fair" fights with both sides
having equal resources. A few things set the game apart from and, you might say, ahead of the predecessors.
The campaign map meant that you could choose to attack one of several territories each turn. They all gave
you an income of campaign-level requisition points which you could spend on fortifying a territory, starting a
map with extra buildings, or call in special elite bodyguards. You got the option to purchase those bodyguards
based on which territories you have captured. Finally, some of the territories gave you something really nice
when captured. One let you attack twice per turn , one let you move between territories instantly, one gave you
extra starting resources, and so on. You would also unlock wargear for your commander by achieving specific
things, such as conquering an enemy stronghold or getting a really good kill-to-loss ration in a mission.
Finally, the enemy strongholds were all unique, and were similar to the missions in the linear campaigns of the
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previous games Soulstorm[ edit ] Dawn of War: Soulstorm Hopes were high for Soulstorm. Whilst it was
obviously going to have difficulties from the first two games, it was being produced by Iron Lore, which took
community input extremely seriously and added a number of new features intended to make the game the
most balanced it had been since Vanilla. And in many ways, they succeeded. Balance was considerably
improved, though the problem with Tau tech remained. A number of problems were fixed, and serious
consideration was made to ensure that the two new races - the Dark Eldar and Sisters of Battle - would not fall
into the trap of the old. Unfortunately, Relic and THQ had other plans. The developers were forced by THQ to
put in Flying units - something the Dawn of War engine was never designed for, cutting out a lot of units that
had been heavily-demanded by fans Wraithguard, Leman Russ Demolisher, Chaos Dreadnought,
Techmarines, Wyrdboyz, etc in favor of the aforementioned flyers. Said flyers were notoriously buggy,
absurdly unbalanced The Tau Barracuda for example, were capable of leveling a base on their own or fulfilled
a completely unnecessary purpose Marauder Bomber for Guard when everyone and their grandfather wanted
Valkyries, which would have been actually useful considering that bombers were of no purpose when one
factored in Basilisks. The budget was slashed repeatedly and the amount of time Iron Lore had was stripped
bare, forcing the developers to create a cut-rate campaign that felt like a total rehash. And of course we should
not forget the voice actors and scripting that were either so terrible or "good" that they produced 3 famous
memes within the WH40K fanbase: And then, just to add insult to injury, Relic released the game with an
earlier beta version of the program which had numerous bugs and balance problems, including a refresh bug
for the Dark Eldar Dais Dark Scythe ability, which would cause it to deal thousands of damage and vaporize
entire armies. Still, even on release, the game was very well-received - and then, it happened. By queuing up
an upgrade for their listening post and then cancelling it, it was possible to get double the normal resource
amount - ergo allowing you to do it rapid-fire for colossal amount of resources very, very quickly along with
having infinite faith resource by simply auto-casting a faith ability so in-theory, a simple Celestian squad with
a missionary attached could very well turn their durability like those of an Assault Terminator Squad with a
Chaplain attached. The "merit" system which was designed to award players with little collections of in-game
multiplayer achievements was completely non-functional not only during this time, but after it. The lobby at
launch read: Replace this with real news," and kept this for 6 out of the 8.
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Avatar of Khaine Buildings Aside from their initial headquarters, each faction or race may build research and
resource centers, unit-producing facilities, and defensive fortifications. Unit facilities produce infantry and
vehicles. In order to access their next tier, a race must build certain buildings to unlock new technologies and
buildings. Setting The Civilised World of Tartarus The game is set in the Warhammer 40, universe, a
dystopian vision of the far future with Gothic and Lovecraftian undertones. The Imperium is in a state of
constant war with the Orks , Eldar , and the human servants of Chaos. The single player campaign is set on the
planet Tartarus. Dawn of War features four playable armies: Space Marines - The Space Marines are the elite
genetically-modified superhuman soldiers of the Imperium. Space Marines have the highest morale in the
game. Their troops and vehicles are more expensive, however. The Space Marines are the only playable race
in the single player section of the game, and the mission campaign features the Blood Ravens Chapter as the
protagonists, led by Captain Gabriel Angelos and Librarian Isador Akios. In Dawn of War, they use troops
that are similar to their Imperium counterparts. In addition, they employ morale-draining daemons and
psykers. Eldar - The Eldar are an ancient, technologically-advanced race. Eldar in Dawn of War are fast and
fragile. They are able to move quickly across the map via Webway gates. Orks - Orks are a savage, warlike
race. In large enough numbers, they gain morale immunity. Several clans are featured in the campaign, as is
the Ork Warboss , Orkamungus. Imperial Guard - In addition to the four fully playable races, the Imperial
Guard also make appearances in the single-player campaign as allies of the Space Marines, led by Colonel
Brom. They would later be made into a featured race for the first expansion pack, Dawn of War - Winter
Assault. The Blood Ravens 3rd Company, led by Captain Gabriel Angelos makes planet fall and saves Brom
and his remaining men and then proceed to exterminate the remaining Orks in the vicinity. However, Gabriel
tells him not to mention it again, stating that his homeworld was his responsibility. After the extermination of
the Orks, Scout Marines reveal to Gabriel that the Forces of Chaos are also operating on the planet. Soon after
this revelation, they are joined by an Inquisitor , Mordecai Toth , who orders the Blood Angels to leave the
planet, warning that a Warp Storm is approaching the planet and will consume the world in 3 days time. On
further investigation, it is revealed that the Eldar of Craftworld Biel-tan are also operating on Tartarus. Gabriel
and Isador confront Inquisitor Toth in the ruins of a temple of the Imperial Cult , following a pitched battle
with Alpha Legion forces, and Toth reveals that the world is cursed, and was home to an artefact of Chaos:
The forces of Chaos now bear all that they need to unearth it. Toth also explains that the Eldar were fighting to
protect the stone, as it was they who imprisoned the daemon in the stone originally: And we have paid for
their arrogance. Gabriel and Toth form an alliance and make plans to find and destroy the Maledictum,
however, Isador is then completely overcome by the temptations of Sindri and Chaos, and resolves to steal the
Maledictum for himself. Isador pleads for forgiveness to Gabriel. Gabriel tells him, "If redemption is what you
seek, then that is what I will give you," before shooting him in the head with his Bolt Pistol , using his former
friend as an example to his fellow Astartes of the insidious dangers of Chaos. Inquisitor Toth then reveals that
he had known that Chaos was corrupting one of the Space Marine officers on Tartarus, but he had suspected it
was Gabriel, not his Librarian, and they had paid the price for his error. Meanwhile Sindri had used the power
of the Maledictum to turn himself into a Daemon Prince. The final scene sees the Eldar and Blood Ravens
standing around the Maledictum. Despite the warnings of Farseer Macha, who begs them not to destroy the
stone, Gabriel obeys Inquisitor Toth and his own judgment, and destroys the Maledictum with God-Splitter.
The Eldar forces then retreat, Macha warning prophetically that Gabriel has doomed them all, and the Blood
Ravens leave to be evacuated. However, Gabriel stays back, and encounters the Greater Daemon of Khorne,
an unnamed Bloodthirster , which he unwittingly released from the Maledictum. The daemon lets Gabriel and
his men leave safely as thanks for its release, but tells Gabriel that he will soon come to claim him and his
men. Gabriel vows to destroy the daemon, before following after his departing Astartes.
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two additional novels, forming the Dawn of War (Novel Series). Contents.

What did they like about the gameplay from Dawn of War 2? What did we likeâ€¦ what did we think was great
or not really enjoy? Even before you dive into a battle, there are a few major choices that need to be made.
That first decision is going to define how you play, at least for that match. With the Eldar, however, you might
want to go for a sneakier strategy, plonking down Webway Portals so your entire army can traverse the map in
the blink of an eye, getting right up to the enemy base in a single step. One Ork player, for instance, might
favour brute force, turning their Boyz and Nobz into an unstoppable green tide through the power of the
Waaagh! Another might prefer subtlety, using shamanistic magic to teleport brutish warriors to key locations.
A lot of these strategies are going to be determined by another key decision you make at the start: These
special units come in all manner of shapes and sizes, blessed with a list of special powers that define their
roles. First, she can toss it at enemies, doing direct damage, then she can activate it, generating an AoE pulse
that applies a handy debuff. Finally, she can reposition herself and call the spear back to her, damaging any
enemies it passes through again. In single-player, these can be devastating abilities, but when playing with a
chum, they can create openings or synergise with the abilities of other Elites. At opposite ends of the map lie
two power cores, one for each player or team. The cores are protected by incredibly powerful turrets, for one,
and a pair of massive shield generators as well. All of them need to be destroyed before hitting that final
target. We were influenced from a bunch of places. So we came up with this power core system. The
acquisition of this currency is a major goal for each battle. The concept behind capture points is that they give
players more things to fight over, but they can also create a sort of stalemate, where each team or player locks
down the ones on their side of the map and then just hangs back until they have a full army, culminating in a
single, climactic battle. When a single top tier Elite can be a complete game-changer, you absolutely have to
fight over these areas so you can field your most impressive units. There was always a sense that something
could change, that victory might slip through my fingers. Or, when I was losing, that there was still some hope
that I could win. Summoning a particularly beefy unit or firing one of the deadly superweapons â€” each
faction gets one â€” like a devastating orbital laser can completely transform a battle. Systems have been
tweaked and contorted and reimagined so that there are myriad surprises, even for someone who is an old hand
when it comes to RTSs. There are so many moving parts that it can be a little intimidating, however. Even the
maps have these twists, like long grass or smoke-filled areas that render units invisible, or interactive objects
that lower bridges and open up new paths. Diving into the multiplayer as I did, it can be as confusing and
cluttered as it is thrilling and complex. Dawn of War 3 is due for release on April 27th.
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Dawn of War is an extremely fitting name for this book, as a massive fight reminiscent of Helm's Deep (Lord of the Ring
reference!) is constantly threatening, and the reader is made aware of its obvious inevitability.

Mickleohb Mickleohb 8 years ago 7 I really disliked the Space Wolves books the first omnibus. The first four
books are phenomenal. Anything by gave thorpe is great. Path of the warrior is a great eldar book. I personally
prefer the non-space marine stuff. For me, they always make good support characters and are far more
interesting as such but as the main cast I always found them boring. Anything by Dan Abnett. I hear Dan
dislikes writing Space Marines. It shows no sign of slowing down 12 books so far! The sequel, Ravenor is a
bit boring unfortunately but still engaging. Path of the Warrior by Gav Thorpe. Writing for xenos is apparently
very difficult but Gav nails it here. Ciaphas Cain by Sandy Mitchell. I love this series! Anything written by
Aaron Dembski-Bowden. Cadian Blood is one of the best Imperial Guard novels out there but it might not
have a sequel as novels in the IG series tend to be solo affairs. Helsreach defies any description I might have
for it while Soul Hunter is a great book with a unique perspective on Chaos Marines Night Lords who fight
against the Imperium but only ally with Chaos grudgingly unlike the rest of the Traitor Legions. Battles of
Space Marines series. The series is based on famous battles with different Space Marines chapters and a lot of
the content are already established so you may not find many surprises here but these books so far have great
action scenes and are super epic. The third has only been published recently. However I do not recommend
this series to new readers. Can be a bit complex and the novels assumes the reader is well established in
Warhammer lore. There are many many more jewels from Black Library but these are the ones I recommend
the most. However, despite not being WH40K I also recommend 7. The Gotrek and Felix series. Warhammer
may be lamer and smaller scale than 40K but they still produce very good books. It has about 11 books so far,
shows no sign of slowing and still manages to be exciting and entertaining.
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We sat down to chat about Warhammer 40,, the main story characters, and their motivations! Space Marines,
Eldar or Orks. Who is your favourite and why? Orks are always vying with Tyranids as my favourite xenos
faction, though. What has happened to Gabriel Angelos?! Right from the start he was haunted by the fact he
had ordered an Exterminatus on his homeworld, Cyrene. On Tartarus he failed to save the planet, was forced
to execute his Chaos-corrupted Librarian, and was ultimately tricked into freeing a Greater Daemon of
Khorne. That final battle left him near death, and only extensive bionic treatment saved his life. As the
Chapter Master he also feels the burden of responsibility more than before. The campaign on Cyprus sees him
deployed with his old company, the 3rd, and he finds himself missing his days as their Captain. What makes
Gorgutz different from a regular Ork? Gorgutz is just about one-of-a-kind insomuch as he refuses to perish
once the tide has turned irrevocably against him. How do you create the right atmosphere in a Warhammer
40k setting? Well for this project the soundtracks and character audio from the previous Dawn of War games
certainly helped me get in the mood! In-story the atmosphere often hinges on who the point of view characters
are. Swathes of the setting are basically the medieval period in space â€” characters should be suspicious of
technology, devoted to the Imperial Cult and ever-wary of the many terrors that lurk in the dark. What are the
top things you try to keep in mind when writing Warhammer 40K? Warhammer 40, novels are almost
invariably driven by action, but that must be backed up by strong, memorable characters with things like good
dialogue and â€” even in a universe of cosmic daemons and hell-based time travel â€” believable goals. For
me there should also be a bit of mystery and foreboding. Writing a game tie-in also gave me some unique
challenges to overcome. A game can never be switched into novel format without making any changes
whatsoever, so it was often about balancing the plot and overarching story with the demands of a different
medium. Do you like strategy games? I also love the entire Total War franchise, no surprise given my degree
in Military History. Seeing characters and events which have only been in my head so far battling it out in real
time is both a surreal and exciting prospect! To order the novel, visit the Black Library!
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Gameplay[ edit ] Gameplay is initially focused on capturing and holding strategic locations on the battlefield.
A number of special conditions are available to choose from to customize matches. Dawn of War features four
playable armies: Space Marines are the elite, highly skilled and genetically modified superhuman soldiers of
the Imperium. Inducted at a young age, each Space Marine receives biological modifications, a lifetime of
rigorous training, and lives to experience centuries of endless battle in the defense of humanity. Space Marines
have the highest morale in the game. Their troops and vehicles are more expensive, however, reflecting their
limited numbers. The Space Marines are the only playable race in the single player section of the game, and
the mission campaign features the 3rd Company of the Blood Ravens chapter as the protagonists, led by
Captain Gabriel Angelos and Librarian Isador Akios. The Chaos Space Marines are traitors that, ten thousand
years ago, chose to abandon their duties to humanity , betray the Immortal Emperor of Mankind and the
Imperium, and instead worship the Gods of Chaos , accepting promises of power and immortality. In Dawn of
War, they use troops that are corrupted mirrors of their loyal Imperial counterparts. In addition, they employ
morale-draining daemons and psykers. Eldar in Dawn of War are fast and agile but most of their units are
more fragile. Swift both on foot and in their hovering grav-vehicles, they are also able to move quickly around
the map via webway gates. The campaign features a warhost hailing from the craftworld Biel-Tan , led by
Farseer Macha. The Orks are a savage, brutal and warlike species who exist to seek the thrilling challenge of
battle. While generally lacking in sophisticated technology, they are physically powerful, using brute force and
crude weapons that well complement their tendency to attack in massive hordes. In large enough numbers,
they gain morale immunity. Several clans are featured in the campaign, as is the hulking Ork Warboss,
Orkamungus. In addition to the four fully playable races, the Imperial Guard also make appearances in the
single player campaign as allies of the Space Marines, led by Colonel Brom. Lacking the superhuman
resilience and fighting prowess of the Space Marines, Imperial Guardsmen are forced to rely on numbers,
ranged weaponry, and tanks. Limited numbers of Imperial Guard units can be controlled in the Space Marines
campaign. They would later be made into the featured playable race in the first expansion pack, Winter
Assault. In the second expansion pack, Dark Crusade , there are two additional races to be played online and
solo, Tau and Necrons. Dawn of War game installed. The third and last expansion pack, Soulstorm , adds
another two playable armies: Sisters of Battle and Dark Eldar. As with Dark Crusade, one must own the
previous installments to play the other factions in multiplayer. Two primary resources exist: Instead,
requisition is generated constantly by the army headquarters. The player can increase the rate at which
requisition is acquired by using infantry squads to capture and control "Strategic Points", "Critical Locations"
and "Relics" on the battlefield. These points, with the exception of the "Critical Location", can be reinforced
with defensive structures called Listening Posts that also increase the rate of requisition accumulation. Though
resources are unlimited, all sources of requisition will eventually decay, dramatically decreasing their supply
rate. Power is gathered by building generators, which also decay over time and consequently produce less
power. Additionally, some maps have "slag deposits", upon which more powerful generators can be
constructed to produce power faster. As the player progresses up the tech tree , reliance on power increases. In
addition to these primary resources, the Orks also have Ork resource. Ork resource is generated continuously
by Waaagh! Combat[ edit ] Infantry units are not given orders as individuals; they move and attack as squads.
Most fully reinforced squads consist of about eight individuals, although when they are first requisitioned,
they usually have fewer. They can usually be equipped with special weapons and a specific leader, depending
on the squad type. Squads can produce and replace their own units and weaponry anywhere in the field, but
the player must wait a short period of time before new individuals, weapons, and leaders appear in the squad.
Additionally, all races have commander units, which are general leaders or other units that can be attached to
most squads, but are produced separately. Infantry units can fight in both ranged and hand-to-hand combat,
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and many units will have weapons for both types of combat, and if attacked in close combat will have to
respond accordingly. Hand-to-hand combat is played out as a series of synchronized attack animations
between combatants. When one combatant defeats the other, a finishing move known as "Sync Kill" plays out
as the victorious fighter finishes his opponent off in a dramatic and violent manner. More powerful units, such
as Heroes, Walkers, and monstrous Super Units, may have personalized Sync Kills against each other.
Vehicles are highly resistant to most standard infantry weaponry, so they must be targeted with specific heavy
weapons e. Vehicles can also be upgraded with multiple weapon systems, usually forcing a choice between
either anti-infantry or anti-vehicle armaments. Walkers are a type of vehicle often armed with powerful heavy
melee weapons, causing devastating damage in close combat. In addition to a typical hitpoint system, infantry
units also have morale. When in combat, squads take morale damage as well as health damage. However,
morale applies to a squad as a whole. In addition to health, the morale of a squad heavily influences its combat
ability. That said, the unit must still be ordered away from the combat for it to escape. Just as with hitpoints,
different types of units have different amounts of morale. Commanders have the most morale, and basic
infantry usually have the least. Attaching when possible a commander unit to basic squads significantly
increases their morale. Some weapon types, such as flamethrowers, sniper rifles and artillery bombardment,
are especially effective at demoralizing the enemy. Favorable terrain such as craters, ruins or thick jungle give
units a defensive cover bonus against both hitpoint and morale damage, while water and swamps will decrease
their defensive ability. Squad caps may be increased using methods differing between races. Most units have a
melee attack and a ranged attack. Units are often specialized to be better using one attack type. Certain units
are "hard capped", meaning a player may only have a certain amount of them, such as Skull probes and
Apothecaries both of the Space marine faction being limited to 4, and commanders and ultimate units being
limited to 1. All units also have stances; these affect how the units respond to enemies. There are three types
of units: Commanders are hero units, and each commander can only be fielded one at a time. If they perish,
they may be rebuilt. A sub-class is the semi-commander unit, which has many abilities like the commander
unit but several may be fielded at once. Infantry are foot soldiers, and may either be regular or heavy, with
heavy infantry being much tougher than normal infantry. Infantry come in squads that are commanded as a
single entity. They may be reinforced with additional members, equipped with special weapons, or be attached
to hero units. Some squads have special abilities, such as grenades, teleportation, and stealth, unlocked with
research or leader units. Both are reduced by weaponry; morale recharges independently or due to unit
abilities, while health is increased by natural regeneration, healer units, or repair. To obtain one of the special
units the player must complete all pre-requisites research, own specific buildings and be in the final tier of
research. These special units also require substantially more resources and time to create. Buildings[ edit ]
Aside from their initial headquarters, races may build research and resource centers, unit-producing facilities,
and defensive fortifications. Unit facilities produce infantry and vehicles. In order to access their next tier, a
race must build certain buildings to unlock new technologies and buildings.
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In Chaos Rising, Davian Thule is the only squad member who never gains corruption. Man in the Machine: A
very, very badass man in a Dreadnought sarcophagus. In Chaos Rising, if the Force Commander starts
becoming corrupted than Davian Thule warns him to step back from the madness. He adheres to this method
of thinking, as shown when the Blood Ravens on Calderis face an unexpected and rather large Tyranid attack,
his orders are for all Blood Ravens not under attack to withdraw. Is something akin to this for the Force
Commander. He can hold most bosses in melee except the absolute strongest. In Chaos Rising, he can use a
multi-melta, giving him a Melta Sweep attack that can bring down most bosses easily, except Ulkair. Gets a
Teleport Pack in Dark Crusade. What the Hell, Hero? Scott McNeil gameplay quotes recycled from Thule The
commander of the Blood Raven forces deployed for the Kaurava campaign detailed in Soulstorm, and
infamous for his accent and lines. Also the most famous and only known user of the Steel Rain strategy. A
Father to His Men: When attacking the Dark Eldar Base, Boreale openly praises his men for their resolve
when the first group of Space Marine prisoners he frees is immediately ready to fight. After the mission it is
stated that the Space Marines prisoners who were tortured or mutilated too much to continue fighting were
received with understanding by their Battle Brothers and were immediately sent out for medical treatment.
Bald of Dubious Awesomeness: Played straight if you choose to play as him, but averted if not. Carry a Big
Stick: Carries an Eviscerator-like model Chainsword as a starting weapon. At one point when he was a scout
marine, he remained unmoving for days in sub-zero temperatures for the opportunity to successfully take out
his target with a Sniper Rifle. His penultimate melee upgrade is just like his Predecessors is a Daemon
Hammer. Due to the Dead: Had he won, the Sisters of Battle he was forced to kill would have been buried in
their own cemetery with a statue of the canoness in the center. Had he triumphed in Kaurava, he would have
apparently named the newly constructed Fortress Monastery there "Borealum". Kyras probably wanted that to
happen. Fighting for a Homeland: Had he won the Blood Ravens would have ceased their nomadic activities
and turned Kaurava II into their homeworld see Egopolis above. As soon as he landed he noted that the people
in the Land of Solitude were hardy and that the region would make a good source of recruits. It is customary
to represent his bizarre accent with equally bizarre spelling. Killed Off for Real: Confirmed by Dawn of War
II. Is a firm believer of the "Steel Rain" Strategy which allows him to send troops prematurely in maps
alongside his Honor Guard. As you know, most of our battle-brothers are stationed in spess, prepared to deep
strike! Prone to loud yelling, to the point of ridiculousness. Sword And G Un: What the Hell Is That Accent?
He sounds like a slightly more coherent Tommy Wiseau. The Force Commander Voiced by: He was never
given a name in the games, though he is referred to as Aramus in the novelization. Was promoted by the
Chapter Master over the protests of other high ranking Blood Ravens, despite never having met him in person.
Does not speak, except in multiplayer. While certainly true in the campaign, his initial promotion to Force
Commander is hinted at as a plot by Kyras to put an inexperienced commander in charge of the Blood Ravens.
An Axe to Grind: Commands the Blood Ravens strike force attempting to save subsector Aurelia. Can wield
these if you invest in his Ranged discipline tree, and the Assault Cannon he can wield regardless of his
specialization while in Terminator Armor. Early on, not so much. He can use Chainswords and they are his
default melee weapon. If the Force Commander has more than 12 Corruption but less than 24 by the end of
Chaos Rising, Gabriel Angelos executes him with a hammer swing. The last thing Angelos tells the Force
Commander is that there can be no absolution for his sins. Punching out Eliphas and Ulkair probably counts.
This Hammer, called Hammer of the Nameless, is available as a reward for the second to last mission in the
Space Marine campaign. His base ability, "To Victory". A ranged Force Commander is ludicrous with a
Terminator assault cannon. With Battle Cry active, he has an ultra high chance to instantly explode any
infantry class unit. This essentially gives you another Cyrus. With the right damage bonuses, he can saw
buildings in half solo. Since he is the Player Character. As the loading screen for the first mission says, he is a
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man of few words. If Martellus turns out to be the Traitor, and no squad has more than 2 Corruption, than the
Force Commander is tasked with cleansing the Chapter and helps Diomedes with this task. Additionally, if
The Commander and the majority of his men are pure by the end, the Commander stands side by side by
Angelos as they prepare for the final battle against Kyras. Jack of All Trades: Like Tarkus, he can be built as a
ranged or melee fighter, and either invest in his Stamina tree to become a tank or his Energy tree to become a
better support commander. He also the broadest selection of available equipment among your playable squads,
and is one of two characters capable of using Terminator armour from the start. With the proper wargear, he
can take more punishment than even the Dreadnought , and is still a close second without them. One Riot, One
Ranger: Such is your reputation, the Chapter expects that you alone will be enough to tip the balance of the
fight and save Calderis. Starts out with a Chainsword and Bolt Pistol. A point which his lack of dialogue
supports. Tactical Sergeant Tarkus "I stand with my brothers, Eldar witch! A veteran of centuries of
campaigning, Tarkus is a rock solid second-in-command. A loyal adviser, superb tactician and fearsome
warrior. Tarkus served with distinction during the Kronus campaign. While doing so, he met a Necron Tomb
Spyder in single combat. For his valor, he was decorated with Terminator honors. He slew thousands of aliens,
including the Eldar and their leader, Farseer Idranel, crushing her skull with his Terminator Power Fist.
During the events of Chaos Rising, Tarkus served once more and with tremendous skill against the terrible
forces of the Black Legion. He also serves Captain Diomedes as "The Ancient" during the investigation of
Chapter Master Kyras, whilst under a vow of silence taken as penance for his actions during Chaos Rising. For
a sin he committed which is apparently killing the traitor and he also feels responsible for the death of his past
squad mates after he trusted an Eldar Ranger who then led them into a trap. He has two service studs, which
means he has served for at least years. He probably lost his hair a long time ago. Eldar in general should really
just frak off when they get a sighting of him. Also, the mere presence of traitors is enough for him to exhibit
some Tranquil Fury. After his drop pod is shot down in the first mission of Chaos Rising, he rises wounded
from the wreckage and delivers a righteous ass kicking to the traitor Guardsmen responsible. In the novels, he
supposedly dies when he infiltrates a Tyranid hive ship to manually deliver the biotoxin. His last scene shows
a Norn Queen and a horde of Tyranids bearing down on Tarkus, who is alone and equipped with naught but a
combat knife and one frag grenade. If Tarkus turns out to be the Traitor then he becomes this to Thaddeus. He
can wield Chainswords if you invest in his Strength discipline tree. He can also wield Power Swords in
addition to Chainswords once you move further up the Strength discipline tree. It also shoots warpfire. Pretty
much the most tactically versatile of all the marines under your command throughout Dawn of War II and
beyond. Fitting, as he is trained for such things and is the most experienced member of the group. Taken to
extreme lengths in Retribution, as he can fulfill the role of a Tactical Marine, Devastator Marine, Assault
Marine or a combination of the three and can wield almost any weapon available. Justified in that space
marines go through Scout, then Devastator and only then Assault duty before they can become Tactical
Marines. Kill It with Fire: He wanted to use an Evil Weapon to save the chapter. Offscreen Moment of
Awesome: We could have done so much together". Rated M for Manly: The character in general, his wisdom,
tenacity, loyalty, honor and strength and wrath make him this.
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The central plot line involves a race of monstrous creatures known as the Grol. Previously, they had not been a
serious threat to the inhabitants of their world, but through the capture of ancient relics, they have newfound
power that makes them not only formidable, but almost unbeatable. Arrin, a disgraced warrior from the land of
Lathah, goes to warn his people about the dangers that they face, but the prince of Lathah has a hatred for
Arrin and ignores him. This novel has a more serious tone and tends to be a bit more gritty. The novel has a
slow build filled with intrigue from the beginning. There is a large ensemble of characters, which was fairly
easy to navigate. The characters are well-developed. Despite the flaws of some of the protagonists, they are
the kind that you want to root for. The writing is top-notch. As expected with the first entry of a trilogy,
nothing is resolved in this novel, but the setup is there for the next book in the series, which I eagerly
anticipate reading. A must read for fans of epic fantasy. Carl Alves - author of Blood Street I was introduced
to this author through the Demon Squad series where I really liked the way the author weaved humor in all his
narrations. Was quite intrigued to know how Tim handles a completely different genre. Unlike the Demon
Squad series, this book has quite a serious undertone to it. Although, the story gets predictable at times, but
Was going through my "to read" shelf to figure out what to read next and I realized that I completely forgot
that I had read this book a few days back already. Although, the story gets predictable at times, but the
narration still holds you to it. Where Demon Squad was pure unadulterated entertainment from start to finish,
this book does have its ups and downs. Will look forward to reading the next book in the series. Unfortunately,
no one in Lathah is willing to believe that the Grol can now succeed where they failed before, and it is up to an
exiled, disgraced former royal guard named Arrin to somehow convince them of the threat--or, failing to do
that, to find allies to stand with Lathah in its hour of need. This is the first book in Tim Mar The Grol, a
monstrous race that has long sought to overrun and destroy the fortified city-state of Lathah, now appears to
have the mystical weapons they need to do it.
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